
A SINGLE AND FULLY-INTEGRATED
SYSTEM FOR ALL WAREHOUSE

AND LOGISTICS NEEDS.



A management solution designed for mobile platforms, through a centralized 
system allows you to streamline the process of managing your warehouse from the 
receipt to expedition and inventory of commercialized products.
It works together with ERP PRIMAVERA in such a way to allow access to accurate 
information in real time.

Maximize productivity in the 
warehouse management
of your company.

RECEIPT

GERADOC 

Reception suppliers of goods;

Central order management and 
validation;

Easier and less prone to error of input 
stocks.

Documents integration: Purchasing, 
Sales, Inventory and Internal;

Generate stocks movements without 
defining document flow;

Flexibility of document definition to 
generate.

Management and control of customers’ 
orders;

Treatment of documents per route, 
vehicle, location or delivery date;

Automated management by article order 
to satisfy.

Hospitality;

Transports and logistics;

Retail trade;

Industry;

Technical assistance.
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INVENTORIES 

Fast and precise physical counting;

Creation of non-blocking inventories;

Physical recounts management;

Greater flexibility at the closing 
valuation.
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Management of internal applications;

Transfers control by warehouse;

Increased effectiveness and streamlining 
of information;

Full traceability processes.
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REQUISITIONS

EXPEDITION

APPLICABILITY

SPECS AND FEATURES 

Are inventories and paper-based 
processes a problem for you?

Would you like to access in real time to all 
back office information?

Would you like to have in a single solution 
integrated with all logistics needs of your 
warehouse?
Our answer is: MOBILE LOGISTICS



Control in a more effective 
way your warehouse and 
reduce management errors.

Reliability

Flexibility

Integration

Optimization

Traceability

Cost Reduction

Profitability

Security

ADVANTAGES BENEFITS
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Increase productivity

Save on administrative costs

Reduce errors

Maximize the investment on ERP PRIMAVERA 
system

Simplify processes with the elimination of 
paper-based information

Better consistency to all processes and extra 
info for management support

Perform accurate inventories



This is a Certified PRIMAVERA Product

PRIMAVERA Business Software Solutions attributes this status to vertical solutions developed by Technology Partners of PRIMAVERA BSS, based 
on the PRIMAVERA horizontal management platform, from which meet a set of predefined requirements for this certification. Granting the 
status of “Certificate PRIMAVERA Product” complies with several requirements, being assigned to solutions that stand out for their quality, the 
level of integration with PRIMAVERA applications and the proximity to PRIMAVERA Management System. The overall visual consistency and the 
sharing of common entities are some examples of this proximity.
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